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The green bay packers to 19-17 win over Baltimore ravens.
Posted by wodota52033 - 2013/10/14 11:49
_____________________________________

NFL2013 6 weeks of the regular season season in full swing,cheap jerseys. The green bay packers on
the road to a 19-17 beat defending champion Baltimore ravens. 
Aaron - Rogers (Aaron Rodgers) full 32 times pass 17 times to complete, promote 315 yards, and
cooperate with Jody nelson,cheap nfl jerseys, complete a 64 - yard touchdown of passing the ball, once
have been stolen. For most of the match Rogers side are lack of the two best receivers in the team,
James Jones (James Jones) injured his left knee in the first quarter, and LAN deir Cobb (Randall Cobb)
also leave earlier because of right knee injury. Running back Eddie - new (Eddie Lacy) rushed the ball
120 yards. Mason - Crosby (Mason Crosby) scored four free kick. 
Rogers late in the third quarter of 64 yards passing touchdown help the team made a 16-3 lead,nfl
jerseys, in the remaining 2:04 ravens completed by Dallas clark catch 18 yards after touchdown score
into 17-19, Rogers, and in the case of band 3 3 yards and jay Michael finley finish 52 yards of passing
on, helping the team to lock the victory. Although Rogers only seven times pass successfully in the first
half, but the seven times pass 199 yards. 
Packers defense group also gave the team a great deal of help, although the line WeiKeLei Matthews
and brad Jones failed to play because of injury, packers and limit the ravens break in the 47 yards, and
capture kill each other quarterback 5 times,cheap jerseys, including A.J. hoch has three escape to kill
one person. 
Due to a knee injury ravens wide than James Jones again after missing the previous four games
back,cheap nhl jerseys, there are two ball size 42 propulsion and a touchdown, plus 35 yards of tee to
attack. 
Joe, 34 times the ball 20 times to complete, the 342 yards, there are two touchdown, but ground
offensive team didn't give him to share the pressure, ray - rice 14 times the ball only 34 yards. Ravens in
the first section propulsion only 36 yards, and ground attack code number is 0. 
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